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ABSTRACT: Sequence-speciﬁc DNA binding transcription factors play an essential role in the transcriptional regulation of all
organisms. The development of reliable in silico methods to predict the binding aﬃnity landscapes of transcription factors thus
promises to provide rapid screening of transcription factor speciﬁcities and, at the same time, yield valuable insight into the
atomistic details of the interactions driving those speciﬁcities. Recent literature has reported highly discrepant results on the
current ability of state-of-the-art atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to reproduce experimental binding free energy
landscapes for transcription factors. Here, we resolve one important discrepancy by noting that in the case of alchemical free
energy calculations involving base pair mutations, a common convention used in improving end point convergence of mixed
potentials in fact can lead to erroneous results. The underlying cause for inaccurate double free energy diﬀerence estimates is
speciﬁc to the particular implementation of the alchemical transformation protocol. Using the Gromacs simulation package,
which is not aﬀected by this issue, we obtain free energy landscapes in agreement with the experimental measurements;
equivalent results are obtained for a small set of test cases with a modiﬁed version of the AMBER package. Our ﬁndings provide
a consistent and optimistic outlook on the current state of prediction of protein−DNA binding free energy interactions using
molecular dynamics simulations and an important precaution for appropriate end point handling in a broad range of free energy
calculations.

■

INTRODUCTION
We have identiﬁed a technical issue with the free energy
calculations used in Khabiri and Freddolino1 that requires
reinterpretation of several ﬁndings of the paper. In the present
application, namely that of estimating the change in binding
free energy of a DNA-binding protein in response to DNA
sequence, we had initially reported, using dual topology
thermodynamic integration (TI) calculations as implemented
in AMBER14, that substantial disagreement existed between
the calculated and experimental changes in binding free energy,
both in ranking and magnitude.1 In developments subsequent
to the paper in question, Gapsys and de Groot2 applied the
recently developed pmx method to the same set of proteins as
in Khabiri and Freddolino1 and obtained substantially diﬀerent
results in better agreement with experiment, while using the
same DNA force ﬁeld. Importantly, as we found through
subsequent correspondence, the exchange of the equilibrium
snapshots used for free energy calculations did not alter the
conclusions reached with either method, demonstrating that
the source of the discrepancy was in the free energy calculation
itself. After investigating many potential causes for the
identiﬁed discrepancy, we found that the key diﬀerence
between the methods arose from the treatment of the
decoupled atoms in the two approaches. As we will detail
below, the convention used in Khabiri and Freddolino1 can, in
© 2018 American Chemical Society

certain cases, lead to strong coupling of the phase space of the
decoupled base pair with the unmodiﬁed region of the system.
In such a case, the assumption of equal contributions of the
decoupled atoms implicit in the thermodynamic cycle used to
analyze the calculations is thus violated, giving rise to an
uncanceled contribution to the binding calculated free energy
change.
The key diﬃculty arising from the methods used in the
publication arise from the treatment of the end point states of
the thermodynamic cycle (Figure 2 of Khabiri and
Freddolino1). The softcore potential implementation used in
AMBER alchemical free energy calculations (and in some
other implementations, for example, that in NAMD,3 unless
the alchDecouple parameter is set to oﬀ) requires a dualtopology formalism and treats the decoupled atoms in each of
the end-point states as noninteracting with the remainder of
the system or the other end point, but fully interacting with
other perturbed atoms that are part of the same end point
state. Thus, even in the initial λ = 0 state, the atoms of the
incoming group are subject to all standard nonbonded
interactions among themselves and to both internal and
external bonded terms arising from covalent bonds within the
incoming group or across the incoming/common atom
Published: May 9, 2018
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Figure 1. Schematic example of circumstances where retained nonbonded interactions can aﬀect the outcome of alchemical transformations. (A)
Hypothetical system of interest, in which a protein (gray) may bind to either of two ligands (blue or red), one of which contains a strong
intramolecular nonbonded interaction (red dashed line), and the other of which is more ﬂexible. Around the perimeter of the thermodynamic cycle,
dashed arrows indicate the binding reactions for which a free energy diﬀerence is to be calculated, and solid arrows indicate the alchemical
transformations that may be practically used to obtain the desired change in binding free energy. (B) Eﬀects of retaining the internal nonbonded
interactions of decoupled atoms on the system shown in (A); the conformational ensemble of the unbound blue end point (top left) is biased to
maintain the red state nonbonded interaction. (C) Schematic equivalent to (B), but in which the nonbonded interactions of decoupled atoms are
removed, thus, allowing the blue ligand to properly sample appropriate conformational space at the top left and bottom left thermodynamic end
points without perturbation by eﬀects from the red state.

assumption). In addition, even in the course of considering the
simple case of a methanol to ethane transformation, the
authors constrained the particles (denoted C1E and C1M),
representing the carbon common to both topologies, on the
grounds that “if C1E and C1M were free to move, there could
be unphysical coupling between the two halves of the system.
For example, a displacement of the ethane part that is caused
by an interaction with the solvent could aﬀect the methanol
part, which should not feel this particular interaction with
solvent, and vice versa”.5 In practice, however, modern dual
topology alchemical transformations often ignore both of the
warnings raised above, frequently retaining all bonded
interactions between the incoming/outgoing and common
atom groups and not explicitly treating the potential concern of
coupling between the incoming and outgoing groups through
those bonded interactions.
Upon careful consideration of the alchemical transformations used in Khabiri and Freddolino,1 we recognize that a
similar form of nonphysical coupling between the incoming
and outgoing atom groups may occur in some cases where
decoupled atom groups are treated in an “ideal gas molecule”
state, but retain the nonbonded interactions among themselves
and bonded interactions with the unchanged portion of the
molecule (as is the case in the AMBER dual topology
formalism). Consider the simple schematic example in Figure
1A: our system of interest consists of an arbitrary ligand
molecule (blue ball/stick representation) that may be bound to
a protein target (gray), and we wish to use an alchemical
transformation to calculate the change in binding free energy
between the blue ligand and a diﬀerent potential ligand (red).
Importantly for the present discussion, the red ligand contains
a strong nonbonded intramolecular interaction (dashed line).
Whereas Figure 1A shows an idealized representation of the
system, Figure 1B shows the actual thermodynamic cycle that
would arise in an (eﬀectively single topology) FEP approach if
nonbonded interactions among outgoing atoms are retained:
the strong nonbonded interaction of the “red” state will remain
formed even at alchemical end points where the red state is
decoupled from the system, and it may thus bias the
conformational ensemble of the “blue” end point states (for
example, preventing the “blue” state from taking on
conformations that would otherwise break the “red” state’s
intramolecular interaction). On the other hand, if all
nonbonded interactions of the decoupled atoms are removed
(Figure 1C), the red state’s intramolecular interactions will not
bias the conformations sampled by the blue state. It is

boundary. Similar patterns are followed for atoms in the
outgoing group.
The motivation behind the commonly used implementation
described above is that retention of the internal nonbonded
interactions and all bonded interactions of the noncommon
group atoms substantially aids convergence near the simulation
end points,4 by providing good conformational overlap
between the fully “decoupled” state and states where the
incoming/outgoing atoms interact with the remainder of the
system. Unfortunately, a vulnerability is introduced in the
process. A fundamental assumption of the thermodynamic
cycle applied in all calculations described here is that the free
energy contribution from the decoupled atoms of the λ = 0
state are identical in the DNA-only form and DNA−protein
complex (likewise for the λ = 1 state). That equality would be
trivially satisﬁed if the noninteracting atoms were fully
“dummied” (that is, converted to either unconstrained ideal
gas atoms or completely constrained noninteracting particles),
but any variations, as are frequently used in practice for free
energy calculations, require careful consideration. In particular,
the retention of nonbonded interactions across the incoming
and outgoing base pairs (that is, Watson−Crick hydrogen
bonds between each base and its complement throughout the
alchemical transformation), combined with normal bonded
interactions between those atoms and the rest of the system,
can cause a non-negligible free energy contribution from the
“decoupled” base pair. This artiﬁcial contribution to free
energy does not properly cancel due to diﬀerences in
conformational ensembles between the DNA-only and
DNA−protein states.
In a theoretical analysis of issues related to bonded
contributions to free energy calculations, Boresch and Karplus4
distinguished between an “ideal gas atom” state, in which
decoupled atoms have lost all of their bonded interactions, and
an “ideal gas molecule” state, in which nonbonded interactions
of the decoupled atoms are removed, but their bonded
interactions are retained. Using both purely theoretical
approaches and numerical calculations on model systems,
Boresch and Karplus4 showed that the ideal gas molecule end
point provides equivalent results to the ideal gas atom end
point and can aid convergence.4,5 However, that analysis
required the removal of all nonharmonic bonded terms
between the decoupled atoms and the common portion of
the system at the simulation end points in order to
demonstrate that the ideal gas molecule state could be used
(the authors did not examine the eﬀects of deviations from that
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Table 1. Summary of Experimental Data Sets Used for Comparison with MD Resultsa
data set name

protein

organism

Human_ELK1_1
Human_ELK1_2
Human_ELK1_3
Human_ELK1_4
Human_ELK1_5
Human_ELK1_6
Mouse_ELK1
Stormo_ELK1
Human_GCM1_1
Human_GCM1_2
Human_GCM1_3
Mouse_GCM1
Stormo_GCM1
Mouse_MAX
Human_MAX_1
Human_MAX_2
Human_MAX_3
Human_MAX_4
Human_MAX_5
Yeast_PPR1_1
Yeast_PPR1_2

ELK1

human
human
human
human
human
human
mouse
human
human
human
human
mouse
human
mouse
human
human
human
human
human
yeast
yeast

GCM1

MAX

PPR1

accession
M04752_2.00
M5380_1.02
M09051_2.00
M10488_2.00
M04754_2.00
M09531_2.00
M0695_1.02
M02020_2.00
M05868_2.00
M5484_1.02
M0812_1.02
M05832_2.00
M04114_2.00
M07796_2.00
M3539_1.02
M07791_2.00
M0221_1.02
M4340_1.02
YLR014C_1432

experiment type

ref

HT-SELEX
HT-SELEX
ChIP-Seq
SELEX
HT-SELEX
ChIP-Seq
PBM
HT-SELEX
PBM
SMiLE-seq
HT-SELEX
PBM
HT-SELEX
SMiLE-seq
HT-SELEX
ChIP-seq
HT-SELEX
ChIP-seq
PBM
ChIP-chip
DNase protection

Yin et al.8
Jolma et al.9
Kulakovskiy et al.10
Matys et al.11
Yin et al.8
Heinz et al.12
Wei et al.13
Ruan et al.7
Weirauch et al.6
Isakova et al.14
Jolma et al.9
Badis et al.15
Ruan et al.7
Isakova et al.14
Yin et al.8
Gerstein et al.16
Matys et al.11
Gerstein et al.16
Badis et al.15
de Boer and Hughes17
Roy et al.18

All data sets, except those titled “Stormo”, were obtained via CisBP, as described in the accompanying text.

a

Table 2. Calculated Free Energy Changes (in Units of RT) Using Various Methods for All Possible Mutations of the CG Base
Pair at Position 12 of the ELK1 Binding Site (Using the Notation of Khabiri and Freddolino1)a
mutation

C12A

C12T

C12G

AMBER, orig
AMBER, mod
AMBER18, patched
Gromacs, AMBER struct
Gromacs, Gromacs struct

+15.14 (+11.11 − +22.66)
−0.85 (−1.81 − +0.86)
+50.18 (+47.49 − +52.59)
−0.56 (−2.01 − +0.88)
+0.41 (−0.79 − +1.61)

−24.08 (−26.13 − −22.14)
+7.33 (+5.44 − +7.79)
−17.76 (−19.42 − −15.92)
+5.67 (+4.07 − +7.28)
+8.50 (+7.40 − +9.60)

+45.87 (+41.23 − +51.30)
+0.12 (−0.59 − +0.60)
+19.92 (+8.19 − +48.51)
−0.89 (−2.56 − +0.79)
+2.31 (+1.22 − +3.40)

The “orig” and “mod” AMBER free energy diﬀerences refer to the dual-topology implementation used in Khabiri and Freddolino,1 with minor
reﬁnements (see Methods), or the modiﬁed topology implementation described in this note, respectively. “AMBER struct” and “Gromacs struct”
refer to equilibrium trajectories of the end points sampled using AMBER (equivalent to those in Khabiri and Freddolino1) or Gromacs (generated
as in Gapsys and de Groot2). Estimates are given ﬁrst, and then the range in parentheses indicates a 95% conﬁdence interval. Note also that slightly
diﬀerent protein force ﬁelds were used for the AMBER (ﬀ14SB) vs Gromacs (ﬀ99SB*ildn) simulations, with the former representing an additional
set of corrections on the latter;19 this likely contributes to minor diﬀerences between the calculations. The “patched” version of AMBER
corresponds to a recent version in which the problematic interaction of exclusions and softcore potentials identiﬁed by the work of Loeﬄer et al.36
has been corrected.
a

ratio of the probability of each base versus the consensus
sequence base at that position.
Hybrid Structure and Topology Generation. Throughout this work, we consider two sets of equilibrium MD
trajectories, one generated using AMBER14 and one generated
using Gromacs; as noted in the main text, the results obtained
upon direct comparison were not sensitive to which set of
equilibrium snapshots we used. AMBER-generated trajectories
are used in all rows of Table 2 except for “Gromacs, Gromacs
struct”, whereas the Gromacs trajectories were used for that
last row and for the generation of the full ΔΔG proﬁles.
For the AMBER-generated trajectories, a detailed description of the equilibrium MD simulation setup for DNA and
Protein−DNA complex of the selected TFs including human
ELK1, mouse GCM1, human MAX, and S. cerevisiae PPR1 and
their DNA model systems in the presence of mutations is given
in Khabiri and Freddolino.1 From the equilibrium simulations,
we extracted 32 evenly spaced snapshots from the last 50 ns of
each trajectory for use in fast-growth thermodynamic
integration (FGTI) calculations, as described below.

important to note that the problems outlined conceptually
here, and in practice below, are not directly limited to either
single- or dual-topology FEP approaches, but rather pertain to
how dummy/decoupled atoms are treated in either formalism.

■

METHODS
Experimental Data Sets. To provide an expanded
comparison of computed binding free energy landscapes with
experiment, we have incorporated into our analysis multiple
high-throughput data sets (harvested primarily from the CisBP
database6) for each protein. The experimental data sets used
are summarized in Table 1; in each case, the data set with the
“_1” suﬃx corresponds to the primary experimental data set
from the host organism used in the analysis of ref 1, and
likewise, where relevant, the “Mouse” data sets are the same as
those used in ref 1. Data sets labeled “Stormo” were provided
by Shuxiang Ruan and Gary Stormo via reanalysis of HTSELEX data using their BEESEM method;7 for other cases, the
CisBP position probability matrices were converted to
estimated changes in binding free energy based on the log
1117
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additional dihedrals, one involving C7−C5−C6−N1 atoms
and one involving the C7−C5−C4−N3 atoms.
pmx/Gromacs Based Free Energy Calculations. Nonequilibrium alchemical free energy calculations based on the
pmx/Gromacs framework followed the protocol described in
Gapsys and de Groot.2 To brieﬂy summarize the approach,
ﬁrst, equilibrium simulations of 25 ns for the wild-type DNA
and its mutated variants were performed considering separately
the solvated DNA helix and DNA helix complexed with a
protein. From the last 20 ns of each trajectory, 100 frames were
extracted and subsequently used to initialize rapid 100 ps
alchemical transitions driving the system from one physical
state (wt/mut) to the other (mut/wt). Hybrid structures and
topologies for the DNA nucleotides were generated with
pmx.2,23 Equilibrium simulations were performed with the
Gromacs version 5,24 while for the alchemical transitions,
Gromacs version 4.6, with a specialized soft-core function,25
was used. Free energy diﬀerences were obtained from the
forward/reverse work distributions based on the Crooks
Fluctuation Theorem26 using the maximum likelihood
estimator.27 The simulations were performed using the
Amber99SB*ILDN-BSC1 force ﬁeld.20,28−30 All the simulations were performed by retaining a constant temperature of
298 K by means of the velocity rescaling thermostat31 (time
constant of 0.1 ps) and a constant pressure of 1 bar using the
Parrinello−Rahman barostat32 (time constant of 5 ps). All
bonds were constrained using LINCS algorithm.33

For the Gromacs equilibrium simulations and general
parameters, all of the details match those in Gapsys and de
Groot.2
AMBER Calculations. AMBER calculations were performed as in Khabiri and Freddolino,1 except as noted
below. In brief, all calculations were performed using the
AMBER ﬀ14SB protein force ﬁeld19 and parmbsc1 DNA force
ﬁeld,20 with TIP3P water, Joung-Cheatham parameters for
potassium chloride,21 and specialized 7-site parameters for
Mg2+.22 Simulations were performed using 2 fs timesteps with
SHAKE bond constraints on all hydrogen-containing bonds;
all production calculations were performed at constant volume
and temperature (300 K) using a Langevin thermostat with a
damping constant of 5 ps−1. After generation of hybrid
topology ﬁles for the snapshots of interest, the systems were
equilibrated for 10 ps, with λ ﬁxed at zero, and then we
performed FGTI calculations spanning the range of λ = 0.005
to 0.995, with λ changed by 0.0001 once every 10 steps. We
then calculated the work for each FGTI trajectory by
numerical integration of recorded ∂V/∂λ values, with overall
free energy changes and uncertainties calculated as in Khabiri
and Freddolino.1
Simulations designed to follow the original procedure were
performed using the AMBER14 soft-core dual topology TI
implementation for both electrostatic and Lennard-Jones
interactions, with α = 0.2 and β = 9.0. For the “new” method
using an alternative switching function, we instead generated
end point states in which all atoms of the decoupled bases at
each end point were replaced with “dummy” particles that
lacked all charges and Lennard-Jones interactions, thus,
providing a true “ideal gas molecule” end point. In order to
build dummy atoms, we removed all ordinary bonded (bond/
angle/dihedral) parameters between the dummied segment of
the residue and the constant atoms and replaced that deleted
bond with a bond with 50 kcal mol−1 Å−2 force constant and
1.5 Å equilibrium length. In addition, dihedral angles across
the newly modiﬁed bond were restrained to reference values
with a force constant of 20 kcal mol−1; these terms, in
particular, maintain the fully dummied base pair in a
conformation competent to form Watson−Crick hydrogen
bonds when the nonbonded interactions of the participating
atoms become active. In order to prevent major conformational changes in dummy atoms during transition and enhance
convergence, a bond with force constant of 10 kcal mol−1 Å−2
and zero equilibrium length was introduced between N9 or N1
atoms of real bases to the equivalent atom in the dummy group
to restrain the sugar-proximal atoms of the dummied bases. In
transitions involving an incoming or outgoing thymine ring,
special restraints were added for the dummied thymine methyl
group: the bond between methyl carbon of the thymine ring
and the carbon to which it is normally bonded in the ring
system was altered to have a force constant of 100 kcal mol−1
Å−2 and a 0.5 Å equilibrium distance, to prevent end point
catastrophes due to interaction of the protruding methyl group
with water (we found in practice that without shrinkage of this
bond, the conformations sampled by the fully decoupled
thymine in the end point state could lead to severe clashes with
solvent molecules upon transition to the λ = 0.005 or 0.995
states). In addition, the rotation of the methyl hydrogen atoms
(with respect to the C4 and C6 atoms of the ring system) were
restrained to reference values with a force constant of 20 kcal
mol−1, and the planarity of the methyl group with respect to
the thymine ring system was restrained with a pair of

■

RESULTS
To illustrate the eﬀects of the decoupled group treatment on
the protein−DNA binding free energy calculations that are of
present interest, we implemented an alternative alchemical
transformation in AMBER14, in which the decoupled groups
lose all nonbonded interactions and have additional restraints
applied to improve end point convergence. In the approach
that we apply here, all atoms in the incoming/outgoing groups
are still present at both end points, but the decoupled atoms
have been converted to dummy particles. Because the AMBER
softcore implementation can only be used with the pseudogas
phase end point representation deﬁned above, and the normal
AMBER switching function for nonsoftcore calculations can be
used only with outgoing, but not incoming, atoms,34 we
implemented an alternative switching function proposed in
Steinbrecher et al.35 in the sander module of AMBER14 to
permit a TI calculation with complete dummying (removing all
the nonbonded interactions) of incoming/outgoing atoms at
the appropriate end points. The switching rule thus deﬁned,
following eq 7 of Steinbrecher et al.,35 is
k−1

f (λ) = (1 − λ)k

∑ g (k − 1 + i , i )λ i
i=0

with
g (x , y ) =

x!
(x − y) ! y!

with k = 6 for all work described here. It is important to note
that in this implementation many bonded contributions of the
incoming/outgoing groups are retained, but the removal of all
of their nonbonded interactions (as well as most angle and
dihedral terms spanning the junction between the common
and dummied atom groups, as detailed in Methods) breaks the
coupling of their dynamics across the base pair.
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Figure 2. Comparison of calculated and experimental binding free energy changes (ΔΔG) for all single base pair perturbations of the transcription
factors considered here, with MD data obtained using the pmx approach. Values for comparison are taken from human, mouse, or yeast
experimental data, as described in Methods. Error bars for the MD data show an approximate 95% conﬁdence interval based on bootstrap estimates
of the standard error of the mean and a normality approximation.

perturbed groups consisted of only the bases or the entire
nucleotides.
Recent work by Loeﬄer et al.36 lead to the identiﬁcation of a
bug in the AMBER softcore implementation, in which some
1−4 nonbonded interactions were not properly being scaled
with the coupling parameter over the course of an alchemical
transformation. We thus repeated our fast-growth thermodynamic integration calculations using a patched version of
AMBER18 (provided by Taisung Lee and Darrin York) with
the softcore interactions corrected; the results are shown on
the “AMBER18, patched” line of Table 2. While the
corrections to softcore interaction handling clearly have an
impact, the agreement with experimental results in the patched
version is not substantively improved; we thus suspect that the
deeper issue of strong coupling of the dynamics of the
decoupled atoms with the common atoms that we have
outlined above is more to blame, given that removal of all
nobonded interactions of the decoupled atoms (our “AMBER,
mod” calculation) appears to correct the issue.
As a result of the methodological issues identiﬁed here, the
sections of the original paper (Khabiri and Freddolino1)
pertaining to the binding free energy changes calculated using
the old method (that is, Figures 3 and 4 in ref 1) should be
considered unreliable, as they suﬀer from the technical issues
outlined in this Comment. On the other hand, all insights

We show in Table 2 the binding free energy results obtained
via nonequilibrium TI calculations using either the standard
AMBER dual-topology softcore implementation (as in Khabiri
and Freddolino1), the Gromacs implementation of Gapsys and
de Groot,2 or our new AMBER implementation. We observe
quantitative agreement between the new AMBER calculations
and the Gromacs single topology implementation, regardless of
which set of equilibrium trajectories was used; on the other
hand, any implementation of alchemical transformation which
permits nonbonded interactions across the base pair gives
erroneous results. Results shown in Table 2 demonstrate the
unphysically large values for binding free energy changes
observed using the protocol from Khabiri and Freddolino;1 we
also observed similarly unreliable results whether the standard
AMBER formalism was used as implemented in the sander or
pmemd programs, whether the entire nucleotides or only the
bases were part of the perturbed group. Indeed, even the use of
a single-topology procedure where the “dummied” atoms were
decoupled according to the AMBER softcore formalism
yielded unphysically large values for the changes in binding
free energy (data not shown). On the other hand, use of the
newly developed fully decoupled AMBER implementation
yielded results in agreement with those obtained using the
pmx/Gromacs implementation, irrespective of whether the
1119
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Figure 3. Matrices showing the Spearman correlations between the binding free energy diﬀerences obtained using the pmx-based simulations
(MD) and a variety of experimental data sets (see Table 1 for details). Rows and columns are hierarchically clustered using UPGMA clustering.

replaced with distributions match the ranges of double free
energy diﬀerences reconstructed from experimental proﬁle
measurements. In establishing expectations for correlation with
diﬀerent experimental data sets from diﬀerent species, it is
important to consider the species of origin and precise
fragment of each simulated protein as well. In all cases, the
simulated proteins match the crystal structures used (Table 2
of Khabiri and Freddolino1) and, thus, are typically truncated
relative to experimentally used constructs, but comprise at least
the entire DNA binding domain in each case. The simulated
ELK1 crystal structure was taken from the human protein, but
human and mouse ELK1 proteins are identical within the
region of the crystal structure. For GCM1, the mouse protein
was used in simulations and is 94% identical to the human
protein within the region used in simulations (with no
diﬀerence in the region directly contacting the DNA). In the
case of MAX, the crystal structure has an N-terminal extension
that is slightly diﬀerent from the original protein sequence, but
is otherwise identical to both the human and the mouse
proteins over the region included in simulations. For the S.
cerevisiae protein PPR1, the fragment used in MD simulations
directly matches the DNA binding domain of the yeast protein.
Prior to comparing the calculated and experimental ΔΔG
values, it is important to note that the experimental double free

pertaining to the results from long equilibrium MD simulations
obtained in Khabiri and Freddolino1 are still valid.
Full Results Obtained Using a Corrected Binding Free
Energy Implementation. We have demonstrated above that
when end point states are properly treated, consistent results
for mutation-dependent binding free energy changes can be
obtained using multiple distinct computational pipelines (e.g.,
either the corrected AMBER-based workﬂow described above,
or the Gromacs-based pmx implementation of Gapsys and de
Groot2). We have thus recalculated all of the binding free
energy changes originally reported in ref 1 using the pmx
workﬂow, in order to observe both the level of performance
that can be obtained for the target transcription factors using a
state-of-the-art implementation and determine whether additional insight can be obtained by cross-referencing the
observed binding free energy proﬁles with characteristics of
the protein−DNA complex, or the DNA alone, from
equilibrium simulations (as we attempted to do in ref 1).
We show in Figure 2 the complete landscapes of sequencedependent binding free energy changes (ΔΔG) for the four
proteins considered here, analogous to Figure 3 of ref 1.
Compared with the results using the (ﬂawed) dual-topology TI
approach, it is immediately apparent that the unreasonably
large binding free energies previously calculated1 have been
1120
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Figure 4. Matrices showing the mean unsigned error (in units of RT) between the binding free energy diﬀerences obtained using the pmx-based
simulations (MD) and a variety of experimental data sets (see Table 1 for details). Rows and columns are hierarchically clustered using UPGMA
clustering.

energy diﬀerences were reconstructed from the position
probability matrices of the DNA−protein binding proﬁles.
Naturally, free energy change for a mutation of a base pair at a
given position integrates the information on that particular
mutation in the context of all possible nucleotide neighbors of
that base pair. In the current calculation setup, the neighbors of
the nucleotides being mutated were kept ﬁxed; therefore, the
comparison between computation and experiment can only be
viewed as approximate.
By considering the direct correlations of calculated and
experimental free energies (Figure 3), we observe generally
strong correlations between the computationally obtained
values and experimental data sets for all cases; in particular, for
the cases of GCM1, PPR1, and ELK1, the MD results cluster
with the bulk of experimental data sets to the exclusion of at
least one outlier experimental data set. We reach similar
conclusions considering the average (mean) unsigned error
across all sites as a metric to compare data sets; as shown in
Figure 4, where performance is particularly strong for the
GCM1 and PPR1 cases (where the MD results cannot be
distinguished from the distribution of values observed across
diﬀerent experimental data sets). By the unsigned error
measure, the MD results do appear as outliers relative to the

experimental data sets for ELK1 and MAX, apparently because
the magnitudes of the calculated ΔΔG values are somewhat
exaggerated in these two cases. Nevertheless, both the ranges
of correlation coeﬃcients and mean unsigned errors observed
for the four cases considered here are well within the range of
those noted across the 16 systems studied in Gapsys and de
Groot2 (e.g., Figure 4 of that paper). We see no notable
species-speciﬁc diﬀerences between the agreement of the MD
results with experimental data obtained on the human versus
mouse proteins, consistent with the very high identity in the
simulated regions in each case. The relatively poor agreement
for MAX could potentially indicate that the approximation
required for the direct comparison of the computed ΔΔG and
the values reconstructed from the experimental binding proﬁles
is violated. It is likely that, for this particular case, a
reconstruction of the binding proﬁle from the calculated data
might be required considering conditional probabilities of the
neighboring nucleotides, as demonstrated by Gapsys and de
Groot.2
We further performed an analysis of the correlations of
binding free energy diﬀerences with the structural characteristics of the equilibrium simulation, including the structural
characteristics considered in ref 1 as well as additional features
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considering eﬀects of neighboring nucleotides, and comparing
them to the experimental binding proﬁles. The latter approach,
however, requires substantial computational eﬀort, as the
number of combinations to probe increases when considering
more neighboring nucleotides.2
Moreover, computational accuracy can further be increased.
As demonstrated previously,2,37 combining ΔΔG estimates
from the newest generation of molecular mechanics force ﬁelds
from the Amber and CHARMM families, could improve
agreement with experimental measurements.
As suggested in Gapsys and de Groot,2 further reﬁnement of
calculation capabilities may provide a useful benchmark for
ongoing reﬁnements of modern force ﬁelds; in addition, there
may be as-yet un-noticed aspects of the relatively poorly
performing cases (e.g., structural quality, degree of conformational changes in response to mutation, precise choice of the
portion of the protein of interest being simulated relative to
that used in experiments, etc.) that might suggest either
reﬁnements to simulation protocols, or aspects of the starting
structure to provide suﬃcient quality for accurate calculation of
the binding free energy landscape.
On May 18, 2018 an Expression of Concern was posted on
the original article by Khabiri and Freddolino (ref 1). The
Expression of Concern is considered resolved upon publication
of this Comment. The Expression of Concern has been
appended here as Supporting Information.

such as the hydrogen bonding frequencies between the protein,
bases, and DNA backbone. We observed no signiﬁcant,
systematic correlations; thus, while we are able to empirically
reproduce experimentally observed binding free energy
landscapes to within the bounds of uncertainty between
experimental methods, no simple conceptual framework
emerges to explain the observed binding free energy landscapes
on the basis of structural observables.

■

CONCLUSIONS
While calculations described in Khabiri and Freddolino1 were
performed using fast-growth thermodynamic integration, the
vulnerability in free energy calculations that we have identiﬁed
could, in principle, arise in any circumstance in an alchemical
free energy calculation where conformational coupling of
incoming/outgoing atoms to the dynamics of the overall
system causes a deviation from the assumed cancellation of
free energy contributions from those atoms in diﬀerent states,
depending on the speciﬁc implementation of alchemical
transformation. We have further shown that in one particular
pathological case, where the entering/leaving atoms constitute
base-paired nucleotides, the conformational coupling thus
induced is suﬃcient to severely perturb binding free energy
calculations. In any case, where problematic coupling might
occur, an approach that removes all nonbonded contributions
of decoupled atoms appears likely to provide improved
accuracy, as is available in the Gromacs simulation package
(demonstrated here) or the NAMD simulation package (with
appropriate settings, as noted above) or as can be achieved
with suitable modiﬁcation of the nonbonded interaction
treatment in AMBER.
Using appropriate methods for calculating binding free
energy changes, we have shown that the computed double free
energy diﬀerences can be correlated to the ΔΔG values
reconstructed from the experimental binding proﬁles. Even
though, in the current investigation, the experimental free
energy diﬀerences were approximated from the position
probability matrix without explicitly taking into account
neighbor contribution, for two out of the four cases considered
here (GCM1 and PPR1), the calculated free energy diﬀerences
accurately matched the approximated experimental values.
In the other two cases (ELK1 and MAX), the calculated
binding free energy proﬁles showed reasonable rank
correlations with most experimental data sets, but had mean
unsigned errors on the order of ∼3 RT, placing them
somewhat outside the bounds of the observed variations
between experimental data sets (possibly indicating a failure of
the approximation in casting the experimental position
probability matrix into ΔΔG values without explicitly
considering the contributions from neighboring nucleotides).
Thus, consistent with the conclusions of Gapsys and de
Groot,2 but contrary to those expressed in Khabiri and
Freddolino,1 we ﬁnd that MD simulations are now able to
reproduce the binding free energy landscapes of DNA-binding
proteins to the realm of uncertainties between experimental
methods.
Addmittedly, there is room for improvement in the
reliability of such comparisons between calculations and
experiment. One way to assess the current accuracy achievable
by MD based calculations would be to compare the computed
ΔΔG values to the experimental measurements of free energy
diﬀerences, as shown by Gapsys and de Groot.2 Another
possibility, is to recalculate full binding proﬁles, preferrably
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